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Power and politics in Australia – the interactions and relationships creating winners and losers: the study 
of politics is the study of interactions of unequal power between individuals and institutions, groups and 
organizations in a community 
  
The three dimensions of power: 

• First dimension: concrete decision-making processes in formal situations of power (Dahl)	
• Second dimension – power can be exercised covertly. Political communities may exercise barriers to limit 

the participation of certain groups (Bachrach & Baratz 	
• Focus on conflicts and decisions over which issues and perspective get to be dealt with within a 

particular arena	
• Third dimension: Social and cultural forces further influence decisions making. (Lukes) – considered false 

consciousness.	
  

Frameworks for Governing a Liberal Democracy 
  
Liberal Democratic State 
  
The definition of democracy can be considered ambiguous because of the multifaceted aspects make the 
theory particularly convoluted and without having a sole reason. 
A main aspect is the concept that the people have the say in the governing of themselves.  
  
A government of the people, by the people and for the people. - Lincoln 
  
Issue within a democracy is that if the government is by and for the people, how do you come to a 
consensus of what all the people want, thus there has evolved a uniquely Australian version of democracy 
as the understanding of how to attack a theory of democracy and collective ideologies. 

• Emphasis on the individual	
• Assumes rational and self-maximizing behavior	
• Freedom (from and to)	
• The rule of law	
• A limited role for government (Turning back the boats, involvement in the economy, state education 

system, the budget?)	
• Strong civil society (community involvement, debate, protest, arguments)	
• Separation of powers.	

• Fallibility of the Separation of power in Australia: three concepts overlap. Legislature is drawn 
from the executive. Executive is involved in the judiciary (High Court). 	

  
Almond and Verba: liberal democracies can only operate in a stable way because citizen share a ‘civic 
culture’ - basically need to be aware of the political system and be active participants 

• Civic culture/society is definitive in the function of a society: Australians have a relatively poor 
understanding of the liberal-democratic system although around 80% of Australians are interested in 
politics.	
  
Legislative 
The constitution contains the limitations of civil and governing society. The exemptions of the constitution 
are in the conventions including the Prime Minister. These are implied or unwritten rules of governance. A 
constitution is derived from the values of that culture and time, notably each preamble for a constitution 
gives a determining value of the ideas that are prevalent during that time: German – ‘conscious of their 
responsibility before God and man’; Japanese – ‘never again shall we be visited by the horrors of war by 
the action of government and pledge our national honor’; Australia – ‘have agreed to unite in one 
indissoluble Federal Commonwealth under the Crown’. 

• The development of the Australian constitution is the result of the need to concentrate the powers and 
trade routes of the territories and states. Thus the main aim of the constitution gives rise to the need for the 
consolidation of the areas.	

• Democratic variations: House of lords – significant difference making it Washminster system	



	


